Abstract-Several methods have been proposed to estimate number of clusters in datasets; the basic approach has been to study an index over a range of cluster numbers, and select the number which gives an optimum or brings a sudden change in the parameter. In this paper we propose a simpler approach to find the number of clusters by directly detecting them. This has been done using a affinity histogram, where it is easy to identify a threshold, above which two points must come to the same cluster. For well separated clusters this would identify the clusters at once, for others it gives a good starting point to find larger clusters. The approached has worked well for several high dimensional synthetic and real datasets. Obvious implication of this is to bypass the costly range search and report the clusters itself without further use algorithms that would try to give clusters when supplied with the number of them.
I. Introduction
Cluster analysis is an unsupervised learning problem, where the objective is to suitably group n data points X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }, x i ∈ R d , taken from a d-dimensional space. Traditionally this has been considered an important statistical problem with numerous applications in different fields including image analysis, bio-informatics and market research. Generally, if the number of clusters k is given, finding the optimal set of clusters C = {c 1 , c 2 , ...c k } which minimizes the variance of the clusters or squared sum within, is an NP-hard problem [1] . Here, ||p|| denotes the magnitude of a vector p, so that ||p − q|| is the euclidean distance between two points p, q andc j denotes the mean of x ′ i s ∈ c j , or centroid of the cluster c j . Evidently SSW reduces as number of clusters increases, and ultimately goes to zero, with number of clusters equal to n. Methods have been proposed to study such kind of functions for a point after which the curve flattens, to give optimal number of clusters [2] .
SSW(C) =
Internal cluster evaluation indexes [3] , [4] which evaluates quality of clustering depending upon some measures of intra cluster cohesion and inter cluster separation, are often used to predict suitable number of clusters, by searching the data with a range of cluster numbers and reporting the number which gives optimal value of the index. This followed by a clustering algorithm parameterized by number of clusters, gives the partition of the data.
Other parameterized algorithms supplied with some form information about the data, are also in use. As per example, DBSCAN [5] a density based clustering algorithm requires minimum number of points in a cluster as input, but having prerequisite domain knowledge to supply such parameters are not always easy, often additional work is needed to estimate such parameters.
In order to have a parameter free clustering algorithm, we have taken a different approach to identify the clusters, our method imitates the way human recognizes the groups in the data. Human when exposed to a representation of a intelligible dataset, at once recognizes the clusters present, because some data points appears so close, that they could hardly go to different clusters, such groups when counted gives the number of clusters. We never work in the redundant way to search through a possible set of clustering, to identify the optimum one.
Our algorithm works in a similar manner, it identifies closely grouped points, by calculating a affinity threshold. And it sequentially searches the data space for the points in their vicinity, forming the group incrementally; points which remains single in such a search are identified as outliers. The clusters detected by this process could be the clusters we are seeking if they are well separated, but they could also be merged to form new cluster if they are close enough.
We observe there could two kinds of data, one which would require further merging and the one which would not for the detected clusters are well separated. The data which could support merge, we estimate the number of clusters after merge for them from the size of the detected clusters. Merge is done in order of closeness. The nature of the data is decided by defining a compactness function which tells whether the data supports merge, unlike equation 1, this function will not always decrease with increase of number of clusters, indicating the nature of the data.
We have conducted experiments with standard datasets, and compared the performance of the algorithm with the existing algorithms, in terms of estimating number of clusters and quality the of obtained clusters, to claim a remarkable performance in convex datasets.
In the next section we discuss some existing algorithms, section 3 produces the algorithm with suitable examples, which is followed by experimental results in section 4, we conclude the paper in section 5.
II. Related Work
Following are the four basic of approach taken to address cluster analysis problem.
A. Partition Method
This kind of methods partition the data into k Voronoi parts, where k is supposed to be known. Starting with some initial clusters these methods reallocates the centroids in order to reduce the SSW error. k-means and its variations [6] , [7] are example of such method.
This comes with the challenging problem to estimate the number of clusters. Internal validity indexes which evaluates a clustering depending upon cohesion and separation are frequently used for this purpose. These indices need to be evaluted the for all possible number of clusters usually 2 to √ n. Results are subject to change under different clustering algorithm used. Besides the time it takes to estimate the number, it is often left for user to determine which index to use. If the clustering algorithm used is not deterministic, as is the case for kmeans, it may produce different clustering on different runs, so aggregation of results also becomes necessary.
B. Hierarchical Method
Here the clusters are formed either by agglomerating nearest points in a bottom up approach, or by partitioning the set in a divisive top down approach, until it gives the desired number of clusters or falsify some parametric criterion. The agglomeration or division typically depends upon the distance measure used to define separation between two clusters. There are several options availble for this purpose. Single linkage defines this as the distance between two nearest points of the clusters, average linkage measures takes the mean of all pairs of distance, while Ward measures the increase in sum of squares when the clusters are merged.
The methods require estimation of parameter as before for stopping criterion, and the greedy search method often leads to a local optima in presence of outliers.
C. Distribution Method
In this method data points are assumed to come from a certain distribution, as per example in Gaussian Mixture Model, clusters are assumed to come from Gaussian distributions, and expectation maximization algorithm parameterized with number of clusters is used to estimate distributions parameters. Random outliers can severely degrade performance of such algorithm by giving misplaced cluster centers.
D. Density Method
Density based methods such as DBSCAN [5] method works by detecting points in a cluster using a radius length ǫ, and a parameter Minpts to represent minimum number of points withing the radius. This method although robust to outliers and works for arbitrary shapes, is susceptible to density variations. OPTICS [8] is an improvement which removes the ǫ parameter. Finding suitable value for parameter in such algorithm requires domain knowledge.
III. Method
The algorithm works in two parts, first to identify those points which must come in the same cluster and then to merge the clusters further if necessary. The approach we have taken can be seen as a middle ground between partition based and hierarchical clustering.
A. Description of Algorithm
As a preprocessing each dimension is scaled separately by subtracting its mean and diving its standard deviation. This ensures all dimensions get equal weight in the distance function. We form a n × n distance matrix D to store euclidean distance,
between all pair of points in normalized data matrix and pass it to affinity function taken as,
σ D being standard deviation of the elements of D, to get a affinity score. So as the pair of nodes which are closer will have a affinity near one, and nodes which are farther will have it near zero. We then take a histogram H of all affinity scores, which divides the score in 10 bins of 0.1 range. If two points have affinity above the threshold identified from the histogram, the points would go to the same cluster. Figure 1 shows such histogram taken for d8c8N [9] data set.
The threshold is calculated by taking maximum of the difference between counts in consecutive bins, taken from high to low affinity; in the histogram of figure 1 this would come at 0.85, representing affinity of the ninth bin.
All points are then checked sequentially and an unclustered point is initialized as new cluster and all other points which have similarity above threshold are assigned to that cluster, in case the point being compared is already in a cluster and it is closer to a new forming cluster, then it is assigned to that cluster, this helps to form more cohesive clusters.
Result of the above process could be to have some single point clusters, we would identify them as outliers and separate them from future processing.
Now we reach to second part of the algorithm where the objective is to merge the clusters if necessary. We 
For data with closely lying clusters W will decrease as clusters are merged, which signifies that data is favorable towards merge, for clusters which are well separated merging would increase it, signifying merge is not required.
Let {s 1 , s 2 , ....s p } be the size of the clusters in descending order. We observe, most data that supports merge are scale free, big size clusters being rare, and small sizes being frequent. Figure 3 shows the distribution of detected clusters in descending order of size, for the thyroid dataset taken form UCI repository [5] . In order to estimate number of clusters for such dataset, the more skewed the distribution becomes, the less number of clusters become appropriate to represent the data.
We capture this notion by taking minimum k, such that sum of the differences from the bigger clusters weighted by cluster sizes exceeds that of from the smaller clusters.
In the figure 3, the number of clusters satisfying the above criteria is at k=2, giving ground truth value of the dataset.
We then form a p × p matrix to get distance between all clusters using centroid distance that could be replaced by any other distance measure, and merge two clusters which are closest in each step, p − k such merge would produce the required k clusters.
Finally we compare W(k) with W(p) to ensure that merger was necessary. The merge is discarded in favor of initially detected clusters, if found otherwise.
B. Algorithm
Algorithm: Find Clusters Input: X n,d (n data points in d dimensions) Output: C n,1 (vector of integers denoting class of each point)
Normalize columns of X; X (j) denotes j th column X.
σ j end for Form distance matrix D n×n ; X i denotes i th row of X : for i = 1 to n do for j = 1 to n do D(i, j) = ||X i − X j || end for end for Get Affinity matrix A n×n : for i = 1 to n do for j = 1 to n do 
Complexity: Distance calculation, affinity matrix formation and detection of initial clusters by threshold, requires to check all pair of points. As addition or removal of a point from a cluster can be performed in constant time, as performed in addPoint and removePoint functions, the worst case complexity of the algorithm becomes O(n 2 ), with dimension of the data taken as constant. Table 1 shows real world and synthetic datasets used for experiments, they are introduced by respective re- searchers mentioned in the reference column. Dimension of the datasets varies from 2 to 1024. The last five datasets included have density varying clusters, also they have 10 percent noise/outliers added w.r.t original number of points. By the nature of the centroid distance function used, the algorithm would not work for shape based datasets, thus all synthetic data sets taken, are convex. Fig 3. shows in first two dimensions the d8c8N data set clustered by the algorithm, where clusters are joined by virtual line to their centroid, while the outliers are single.
IV. Results

A. Dataset
B. Evaluation
The evaluation has been performed in following two respects.
1) Estimation of cluster number:
Correctness of cluster number estimated by the algorithm are compared other available methods. For the comparison we have taken nine indexes which are best performing [15] , [16] among varied datasets. Published implementation [17] available for the indexes are used with k-means [6] as clustering algorithm. Cluster number which is the most reported in hundred test runs are taken as reported value, in contrast the proposed algorithm requires single run, as the output does not change if the order of the input data points remains the same. Ground truth datasets available online [13] , [9] for which number of clusters are already known, are used for comparison, exact match of reported value with the known number is considered as success. Table 2 shows the performance in this respect. It can be seen that the algorithm drastically outperforms the 2) Quality of clusters: Second, to compare the quality of clusters obtained from the proposed algorithm with that of existing algorithms. Most of the existing algorithms requires some parameter, in order to compare we have taken algorithms for which number of cluster could be supplied as parameter. Data for which correct predictions are made by the proposed algorithm in first step, are compared with other clustering algorithms by supplying them the ground truth number of clusters as parameter. We made comparison with kmeans++ [7] from partitioning method, single, average and ward from hierarchical method, and Gaussian mixture model with EM algorithm.
External evaluation indexes compare partition obtained from a clustering with actual partitions given in ground truth data, in order to evaluate quality of clustering. Adjusted Rand Index [24] , Jaccard index and F1 measure are standard such indices used for this purpose, all of them increase to represent better a match,the maximum value being 1. Table 3 shows the quality of the clusters, in the noised 
V. Conclusion
We have proposed a parameter free clustering algorithm, which shows promising results on convex datasets. The algorithm shows robustness to outliers, density variations and high dimensional input data. It could be noted that the algorithm can used dedicatedly to predict number of clusters, or if the number of clusters are known the algorithm can also be used to approximate optimal clusters, where prediction functionality would be turned off and cluster detected by affinity threshold would be merged to give required number of clusters.
